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NEW FUTURE GEL SHADES

NEW

NEW LARGE EDITION FUTURE GEL AND REVERSE TIP

FUTURE GEL
MILKY ROSE & BRILL ROSE

New Milky Rose Future Gel

27ml

NEW SHADES!
You can easily build spectacular nails in no time with BrillBird Future Gel - Polygel Akril gels. A material that can be
easily and indefinitely molded. It does not burn, does not
flow, cures quickly both in LED and UV/LED lamps. We
recommend to use Future Forming Solution liquid with
acrylic brush to apply. Use the Future Polygel Akril gel
product line together in system but you can also combine
with other building materials.

NEW

LARGE EDITION FUTURE GEL
COVER BUILDER AND CLEAR

BIG PACKAGING
Our two popular Future Gel shades are available in a bigger
edition so from now you can get your favorite builders in
double size at a better price.
Cure time: 2-3 min in UV lamp
1-2 min in LED lamp

54ml

Brush tip: 3D Art Brush, Acryl Acrylic Buliding Brush,
Smile Line Brush
Cure time: 2-3 min in UV lamp
1-2 min in LED lamp

new Brill Rose Future Gel.

Future Gel

NEW

REVERSE TIP
FOR FUTURE GEL

FROM THE MIDDLE

OF OCTOBER
+2 SIZES
Our popular Reverse Tip set has expanded by 2 sizes, which now
includes 14 sizes to make sure you find the right one for your
client’s nails. You can quickly make natural-looking nails in salon
length sizes with them. These flexible tips are recyclable so you can use a
box for a very long time.
140 pcs / box
14 sizes – 10 pcs / size

NEW! ALMOND SHAPE
From now you can easily make almond shaped nails with the help of the Reverse
Tip Almond kit and Future Gel. Let’s get our kit to make the most popular salon
shape in seconds.
140 pcs / box
14 sizes - 10 pcs / size
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ÚJ BRUSH&GO GEL COLORS

NEW GLAMOUR GEL COLORS

NEW
GO 118
Toffee

BRUSH&GO GEL
COLORS

3ml
4,5ml

Excellent coverage, non-cleansing color gels which is enough to
use in one layer, and even the top gel can be skipped from the
process. You can use it on the whole surface or as a built-in freeedge
or for painting patterns.
Cure time: 2 min in UV lamp
1-2 min in LED lamp

GO 119
Midnight Blue

NEW

GLAMOUR GEL
COLOR PAINTING GELS

2 NEW SHADES
Colorful paint gel with dazzling glitter in 2 new shades,
which can be used either on the entire nail surface,
for painting lines, patterns or even for free edges. It
is a cleansing
material and requires top gel.

14

5ml

15

Cure time: 2-3 min in UV lamp
1,5 min in LED lamp
Brush&Go 119 gel.

Tip: Apply a thin layer! If you want more layers then you
have to cure it one-by-one.

GO 120
Deep Emerald

GO 121
Ruby Red

Glamour Gel 14.
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NEW FLAKE TOP COAT

NEW HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC COLORS

NEW
1

4ml

FLAKE
TOP COAT

NEW

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC
COLORS

4ml
8ml

124

125

We’ve expanded the palette of our favorite gel polish
family with 9 super shades! High pigment content, non-striping, dense texture, does not flow into the nail folds, does
not skin and even lasts for at least 3 weeks when used with
the Hypnotic Gel & Lac Bond and Top.

GLITTER TOP GEL IN 3 SHADES.
You can give a spectacular effect
to any base color wih our tops with
sparkling mica sheets. They are
more restrained on a light background and you can achieve extra
effects on dark backgrounds with
it. It has a slightly denser texture
so spreads well. Non-cleansing and
flexible.

126

Cure time: 2-3 min in UV lamp
1-2 min in LED lamp

128
127

Shake well before use!
Cure time: 2-3 min in UV
1-2 min in LED

130
129

2
3

Flake Top Coat

132

131

Hypnotic 128, 131.

NEW

SUGAR PLUM
HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

4x8ml –

NOW IN 8ML EDITION
Velvety fuchsia, mallow, ash rose,
latte shades await in our Sugar
Plum kit, plus we’ve now put a large
8ml bottles in the boxes.
The kit contains: Hypnotic 124, 125,
126, 129
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NEW CAT EYE GEL&LAC COLOR

NEW

NEW FRACTURE NAIL POLISH

CAT EYE EXTRA
GEL&LAC SHADE
4ml

PLATINUM
The special feature of our metallic platinum-gloss,
super-pigmented
Cat Eye gel polish is that it shines beautifully on its
own when applied
to a base color, but by applying Tiffany gel polish on
top, its color
effect can be changed at will.
Cure time: 2-3 min in UV lamp
1-2 min in LED lamp

Platinum CatEye Extra gel&lac

NEW

MARBLE
NAIL ART LAC

FRACTURE NAIL POLISH IN WHITE
Fracture effect nail polish in white color. You can
create an antique and marble effect on your nails
with our new Marble Nail Art polish.
A more solid effect can be achieved when used on
a lighter base color, and a smoother result can be
obtained on a darker base color.

4ml

Usage:
Apply it to the cured base color in one layer. If you
use a thin one then you will get a grainy, denser result
but if you apply a thicker layer then larger pieces will
remain of the material. A soft buffering and two layers
of top and your creature will last for three weeks.
It dries to air in one-two minutes.

WHITE

Tip: You can make the drying time faster with the help
of the lamp’s fan.

Marble Nail Art Lac
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NEW BRILLBIRD NAIL ART

NEW BRILLBIRD NAIL ART

NEW

SWAROVSKI
CRYSTAL PIXIE

Limited
edition

There are 4 new super shades of Crystal Pixies! The
crystalline surface of the Pixie Edge edition gives a
stunning view from all angles, its sparkle captivates
everyone at first sight.

GOLDEN
DREAMS

ELECTRIC
TOUCH

NEW SEQUINS

RUSSIAN GOLD

SILVER
5 BEAUTIFUL SHADES
In our brand new sequin collection, we have
combined glitter and sequins of smaller and
larger sizes and shapes for stunning effects.
Usage:
Sprinkle into the Nail Art Glue Gel and then
rub it a bit into the glittery surface. Cure it
and close with a top.

UNICORN

CHAMPAGNE

SAHARA
BLUE

CUTE
MOOD

NEW

MAGIC POWDER
SHADE

EMERALD
Hypnotic 126 and the new sequins

Our crystal glitter decorative powder is an essential accessory for
a real snow effect, it will definitely be needed in the winter season
to create beautiful decorations.

12

Usage:
Draw the pattern on the finished surface with a glitter-like color if
possible and sprinkle it with Magic powder, cure it and sweep away
the remaining powder. Do not cover with top gel!

Magic 12 powder
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NEW BRILLBIRD NAILART

NEW

NEW ACCESSORIES

3D EFFECT
NAIL STICKERS

NEW

FLAT OMBRE
BRUSH

Spectacular 3D decorations can be created in seconds
with our stickers. It easily fits the shape of the nail, its
surface must be covered by top gel for durability. It is
an aqueous sticker, so it must be soaked in water for
a few seconds before use.

Very practical brush for perfect gradients, soft, artificial hair gently blends colors. Can be used for both gel
polish and color gel.

Made with the new Flat ombre brush

3D Effect Nail Stickers
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NEW ACCESSORIES

NEW

NEW SUPPLIES AND ACCESORIES

PLASTIC FILE CORE AND
REPLACEABLE FILE SURFACE

FROM THE MIDDLE
OF OCTOBER

NEW CALENDARS
Eiffel tower, Aquarell design with patented
lock, bookmark, pen holder, practical pockets
for notes, important papers, business cards.
The cover can be loaded with the BrillBird
calendar inner pages, the color of the pages
is white with purple lines and texts.
Size: 115x172 mm

You finally don’t have to throw away the used files, we have come
up with an environmentally friendly solution! The plastic core can
be used for a long time, the paper file surface that fits on perfectly
is available in 3 strengths in our offer.
10 pieces
#100, 150, 180

NEW

PERFECT MANI
SCISSORS
FROM DECEMBER

With a perfect scissor, you can make a perfect manicure! It has a
pointed end and a very peaked design so even the small protruding fibrous skins can be easily cut off.
BB TIP: For best results and to protect the scissors, do not use
on very rough calluses! You achieve the most beautiful results
by combined with a machine manicure,
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NEW

MAGNETIC TIP
HOLDER

Our elegantly designed, practical tip holders
will help your work while painting the decorative tips. Thanks to its design, it provides
a stable yet comfortable grip. You will find a
stand and 5 tip holders in the set, use plastic
glue to fix the tips.
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